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Spare Parts, Fix-It-
Yourself Guides Hit the
Market as Brands Ponder
Repairability
Spit a sunflower seed in
any direction in 2021,
and you’ll probably hit a
passenger car with a
small-displacement turbo
engine and all-wheel
drive. In 1980, not so
much. At the time, all-
wheel drive ...
The best laptops to buy in 2021
What is the on-road price of
Maruti Swift in New Delhi? The on-
road price of Maruti Swift LXI in
New Delhi is Rs 6,32,117. What
will be the RTO charges for Maruti
Swift in New Delhi? The RTO ...

New Core i7, Core
i5 mobile
processors to debut

in HP Envy?
The new BMW 230i
Coupe and BMW 230i
Convertible are
powered by the
latest generation
4-cylinder 2.0
liter engine
featuring an even
smoother power
deliver and
efficiency with
increased
horsepower and ...
HP t410 AIO Smart Zero
Client does single-wire
Power over Ethernet, no
power cord required
That's a shame because this
car deserves a manual ...
next service stop before its
40,000-mile term is up,
which is a mere 5000 miles
away. As criminal as it
might be, the exquisite
382-hp ...
HelpSystems' Robust
Growth Draws New
Investment from Harvest
Partners SCF, LP

The Guards Red coupe has
just 101 miles on the
odometer and has done only
11 miles since its first
service ... 264-hp air-cooled
flat-six driving the rear-
wheels via a G50 five-speed
manual ...
Our 2020 BMW M340i
Rekindled an Old Flame
Most expensive devices
bought in the 1950s through
to the ’80s came with thick
manuals ... repair guides for
consumer electronics and
gadgets. According to them,
these are some of the easy-
to-fix ...

And even those who saw
the new de Tomaso P72, a
700-hp mid-engine 2-seat
hypercar at ... They
developed their own manual
gearbox as well. He said all
72 reservations for the P72
have been ...
The 2021 Ford Bronco
Will Have More Power
Than Originally Expected
6:30 p.m., regular
meeting: public hearings
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on the HP Section 30
Master Plan ... RTPO
interlocal agreement,
Goerig Street repair
agreement, amend council
rules regarding dates of
committee ...
Updated Specs Show
2021 Ford Bronco Is More
Powerful Than Expected
The former was rated at
270 horsepower and 310
pound-feet of torque while
the latter was pegged at
310 hp and 400 pound-
feet ... while the trick
seven-speed manual
gearbox can be paired
with ...
HP ZBook Power G8 Hands
On
HP today announced it is
extending its worldwide
leadership in the labels
industry (1) with the
introduction of a new silver
ink for the HP Indigo
WS6600 Digital Press. The
new ink creates ...
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That's because dedicated
Hewlett-Packard fans just
found references to three
new standard-voltage Core
2010 chips in the service
manuals for the new HP
Envy 17 and Envy 15
gaming laptops.
Maruti Swift Price in
Bilaspur(HP)
We recently reviewed very
competitive rivals like the
HP Spectre x360 14 and
Razer Book ... In terms of

customer service and
reliability, Apple carries the
torch for its convenience.
The new 2017 BMW 2
Series now featuring the
latest generation of BMW
TwinPower Turbo engines.
Just arrived this rare
Cayman 2.5 S 718 Manual
with PORSCHE
WARRANTY has a ... we
offer competitive FINANCE
OPTIONS with PCP & HP,
CARD PAYMENTS &
SANITISED DELIVERY
OPTIONS.
This 30-year-old Porsche
Carrera RS is still brand
new
The naturally-aspirated
2.0L 4-cylinder engine still
delivers 169 hp and an
optimal 151 lb-ft of torque.
That's not bad, especially
since it can be operated
with a 6-speed manual
transmission.
HP Unveils New HP Indigo
Silver Ink, Expands Digital
Printing Capabilities at
Labelexpo
HP has refreshed its ZBook
line of workstations ... The
Tile is embedded with Intel.
The service Tile provides
will allow users to detect
and find their missing
laptop. Tile is wireless
Bluetooth ...
Porsche Cayman 718
CAYMAN 2.5 S Manual
When Ford announced
the new Bronco last
Summer, the engine

options were estimated to
produce 270 hp (from a
2.3-liter ... with the
Bronco's seven-speed
manual equipped with a
unique "crawler ...
Audi’s Ur-Quattro, trend-
setter on the rally stage
and street, is fast
becoming a blue-chip
’80s classic
Maritime industry has
witnessed significant
changes in the past
couple of years Presently
the industry appears to be
partly driven by a
paradigm shift in
consumer demand from
cruisers to day boats ...
Public Meetings
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Seen at The Amelia:
Italian-American race
car designed by Peter
Brock inspires new Ford-
powered hypercar
Now, we don't normally
cover this sort of
networking equipment, but
we were quite impressed
by HP's new t410 All-in ...
meaning less manual
work for the admin (in
theory, anyway).
‘Right to repair’ is gaining
traction globally
Amid a push by right-to-
repair activists, companies
are reassessing the
aftercare business models
for their products.
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